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— » state?^:nt op the pkoblem * —
1,
Quite often, to recreational workers in general and to
athletic coaches in small high school and collefres in parti-
cular, comes the task of shapin,<=^ a representative football teata
from a squad of inexperienced and comparatively too few play-
ers. The authors of most books on the game have given little,
if any, special attention to their problems, As a result, the
coach of such a squad, unless one experienced in sirailar coach-
ing plif^its, usually finds hiiiiself at a loss for materials
which may be raadily adapted to his small-scale situation.
Having nothing: better to /ruide his efforts, he will prob-
ably follow the xinanalized, but usual routine of zunnin^, pass-*
infj, kicking, charging, blocking, tackling and sc on. Then
after a few weeks of play assignment and scrimmaging, v/e find
our coach of the above stated heirship in the midst of one of
his early season games, tugging at his already unsnapely hat
and quizzing hi^ heaven as to why his best play - which was
endorsed by "the coach of the year" - didn't woi^k; why his pas-
ser is not connecting and his backs can't get started, and why
his line is being pushed all over the field,
•7hen the gnme is over, he is consoled only by thoughts
such as, af1;er all, his boys are ;just Icaming the game, or
the other team was composed of moro experienced and larger
boys and right they may be. But before we offer him our
most sincere sympathy, which he is surely due, let's see ?Jhat
can be done to cushion at least the irapact of his early set-
backs, if not to equalize completely his chances of winning*
1h'
— » "THE NEEDS OF SUCH A SQUAD" « —
2.
In order for an inexperienced group like that described
on the foregoing page to have even a mediocre team - when in
competition with more experienced rivals - there are certain
generally neglected needs that must be included in their prep-
aration. These needs are psychological, as well as biological
in nature, and aie equally important. The thoughtful ooa^h
can do much to provide them.
First of all, they need confidence in their ability to
learn readily the performance of football skills. As they have
had little, or no experience to which they ma^' resort for the
same, the coach must be the chief source of that confidence.
He must, in some way, win and maintain the utmost respect of
every man on the squad as to his ;judgement of players' indivi-
dual ability and the probable outcome of various game situa-
tions ,
Too, care should be taken to see that the "first year
player" is properly orientated in the wear and care of his togs,
Assurance that he is well protected by the padding in his togs
goes a long way toward building the needed confidence.
Second - patient, but thorou^ instruction in football
fundamentals of the most elementary nature and a style of play
in wfliich their use will be most effective. DaOrossal says of
formation selection:
"After a thorough and complete examination and observation
of the entire squad and after obtaining the average wei^t of
1. DaOrossa, J., Functional Football, Philadelphiai W, B,
<iAundera A nomoany (2nd ed. )^ 1942* Pp. 275
^
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the entire squad, ability of outstanding Individuals, possibil-
ity of future developments, and the natural ability, power,
deception, passing, kicking, and speed in the entire squad, the
coach should definitely decide upon an offensive formation or
formations and plays that will fit his material, and also de-
cide upon fundamentals that will aid the execution of these,
and yet be within the capabilities of the entire squad
•
Nothing looks worse than a football team trying to execute
plays from a formation not designed for them the most glar-
ing error on the part of a coach,"
Uew plays should be added and old ones changed as the
season goes along, in an effort to utilize newly developed
skills This not only improves the team»s play, but aids the
maintenance of a learning situation for the players. According
to Dr. Harmon: "play consists of learning new skills, or im-
proving in old ones."*"'^ So long as practices are conducted in
such a way that they are truly play, as such to the boys, it is
not likely that their interest will lag.
Third • Numerous experiences throu^ drills and activities
w^ich closely as possible approximate game conditions should be
provided. "The mistakes of the players in the game are a re-
flection of improper teaching or insufficient drill. Frequent-
ly I have heard coaches coi.iTienting on the mistakes of their
players declare that they had been told a dozen times not to
make such an error. It is probably true that they had been
told, but they certainly hadn't been tauf^t. There is a lot of
» HaiTOonf J, M., Writer* s lecture notes - 1944
i
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difference in telling a play«r what to do and teaching him to
do it. That difference is hours of drill in doing it proper-
ly." 1 Such drills should be conducted in such a way that the
participants enjoy them — thus creating eagerness for contact
with their game-time opponents. The more varied the number of
these activities, the better,
"Althou^ play activities of a related nature have been
grouped together, the idea of pro^pression has been preserved.
This is paiticularly true in the case of the hi^ly specialized
team games vfliere minor games of a less complicated nature pro-
vide the lead-up opportunities for acquainting the player with
the game in its highest foicm of development. The emphasis in
the case of the hi^ly organized sports like football | basket-
ball, tennis, hockey, and so forth, has not been upon the tech-»
nical aspects of individual skill or team play, but rather upoia
presenting an understanding of the object of the game and of
its rules," 2
In selecting or formulating practice drills, the coach muat
be wary of the desired outcome of each activity as related to
the fundamental needs of the squad. Blocking and tackling are
unnatural physical actions, the practice of which may readily
become drudgery — especially to the candidate who is experi-
encing little success in mastering them. The use of activities
which focus the immediate aim elsewhere - so far as the player
1, Little, Lou, Lou Little's Football, Leominster, Mass.:
Leominster Printing company, 1934, Pp. 184*
2, Mason & Mitchell, /Votive Games and Contests. New York: A, S«
Baames and company, ?p#
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is oonoemed • and yet require of the participants same or simi-
lar physical actions, should do much to make fundamentals a
more enjoyable phase of practice for both player and coach,
"The practice i)eriod is not a time of drudgery f but a pleasant
experience with pleasant associations," 1
Among other psychological needs for the group as a whole,
the writer feels that a game-philosophy is of paramount impoart-
ance. The squad should be imbued with the feeling that they
are, or by game time they will be^ superior to their opponents
in some important phase of the game. With the efficient and
full-time cooperation of every player to go on the field, that
phase alone may be the deciding factor in the game, (all other
things being equal) This provides a nucleus around which the
"will to win" should develop readily*
It Allison, E,, 'teaching Football," Journal of Health and
Physical Education, (rsept, 193V), Pp. '

— ST^TErtfENT OF PURPOSE * —
It is the pvirpose of this paper to provide drill activi-
ties, and objectified teaching procedures for some of the more
problematic football skills, which will meet the need of coach-
es who imist teach the rudiments of the game under adverse con-
ditions.
Attention is given to time allotment and the schedule of
practice activities.
It is not intended that the offered practice drills alone
f
should suffice in any coaching situation, but rather that they
serve as a valid nucleus aro\md which to build.
The 'suggestions' consist of methods and concomitant theo-
ries which have been used by the writer with success in hand*
ling groups of first year footballers.

PART I
SUGOESTIONS
IT - > r
anoi
— * PROPOSED AIM POP- THE SEASON » —
7.
TO DEVELOP THE MOST AGGRESSIVE LINE, POUND FOR POUND, IN
THE OONPEPENOE, OR SPHERE OP COMPETITION AND A BACKPISLD THAT
NEVER LOSES GROUND ON A FtUNNING PLAY.
This may seem like a great deal to expect of a group of
beginners who may not niimber enou^ for a full scrimmage. Yet
this aim can be realized to a relatively large extent* It is
generally agreed that line play is learned more rapidly than
that of the backfield* Major instruction should be given where
it will be absorbed mst readily. With the development of a
fast charging offensive line, the second par-fc of the aim be-
comes mostly a matter of selecting into-the«"line plays.
Too, the just criticism - that most teams are over-coached
- should be kept in mind. Given a number of fine points and
best methods on all phases of the game, the candidate is confus-
ed and doubtful. There are too many pointers to remember. He
tiys several methods and masters none. In this connection
Williams 1 says, "The best method is the one that accomplishes
the desired objective. It is best only in relation to its ob-
jective,"
On the other hand, by concentrating major effort on one or
tv;o of the more fundamental phases of play - being definite and.
singular as to method and objective until mastered - much of
the confusion as to "how" and "why" is replaced by a confidence
based on ability to do a few important game skills exceedingly
well.
It Williams, J. P., Principles of Physical Education, Phila,:
Wk Bt Saunders & Company C4tn ed»), iy4ii, Ppt319»
•

— « SELECTION OP STYLE OP PLAY # —
OFFENSIVE :
The selection of a basic offensive formation and the type
of plays to be used should be deterroined principally by the na-
tural abilities of the baokfield candidates. After observing
carefully for speed and power, and decidin£^ which is the more
abundant, the coach should decide upon a basic fonoation* This
should be a formation readily adaptable to plays of simple in-
dividual assiipiments* Thus more than one position can be learn-
ed by a plaj'^er* With small squads, it is alvmys advantageous
and sometimes necessary to have one player trained to play two
positions. In this respect, it might be well to note that full«j
backs make good guards, centers are pretty acc\m\te pass tossers
and that a good end should have most qualities of a halfback*
Unless exceptional speed is possessed by at least two or
more backs, it is the writer »s opinion that a variation of
"throu^-the-line plays" will get best results* The reason for
this is that the inexperienced ball carrier will have a strong
tendency to give away ground as he tiys to out-flank his oppo-
nents on "around end plays". Either he will be tlirown for a
loss frequently, or if successful in circling his piirsuers,
probably will have out-run his interference also* Thus, imoh
of a gain would seem unlikely and seldom worth the energy spent*
The hole throu^ which the play is to go, should be locat-
ed in terms of the offensive line. Per the arrangement of the
defensive linemen is never certain. As most coaches play their
strongest men on the left side of the defensive line, it may be
well to concentrate on a weak side attack with just enou^
t1
/1
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strong side plays to keep up a v/ell-balanced appearance. This
can be made very effective by playing the most aggressive line-
men to the left side of the offensive line and running plays t
throu^ the territory cleared by them.
Minimize ball-handling. Avoid plays involving more than
one exchange of the ball. Emphasize following throu^ on fakes
instead. Plays where the ball is handed, or tossed to a line-
bucker ;Just as he approaches the line of scrimmage, (as in the
"T" formation) are not so good for the novice. It doesn»t give
him time to realize possession of the ball and usually results
in frequent fumbles*
DEFENSIVE!
There are about as many defensive formations in vogue to-
day as there are offensive* They vaiy from four to eight man
lines with all sorts of secondary arrangements designed to
check the strong featvues of the opponent »s offensive play. For
our particular group, it is unlikely that much of a scouting
report will be available for most game preparations,
A formation and a plan of defensive play is needed which
will be reasonably effective against all orthodox formations or
systems. It seems only logical that such a defense should be
based upon the use of a six-man line, since it has been made th
most-used by footballers of all levels. On the following pages
the writer submits his version of a six-two-one-two defense
that should be adequate for the needs of this squad.
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A A A A A A
End Tackle Guard (Juard Tackle End
Line Line
Backer Backer
X
Back
X X
Back Back
THE LII?E: In order to avoid over-shifting and to make "double-
team blocking" difficult, the guards should be tau^t to count
the men on their side of the line and always to play directly
in front of the third man in, on their side. The tackles play
directly in front of the first man. The defensive end should
shoiild space himself from two to three yards out from his tac-
kle,
THE SBOOKDAPY: The line-backers are three yards behind thoir
tackles • The center back ^ should be one capable of directing
the defense, (eight yards back) The two defensive halfbacks
are directly behind their ends, tvvelve yards back. The latter
three should be deadly tacklers and good pass intercept
^^.g^

This formatioti gives the line-backer stren^rth so greatly
needed against the bucking power, found in most versions of the
popular ''T" formation, at miniaium jeopardy to the pass oefense
of the secondary.
The linemen, from tackle to tackle, should direct their
initial charp;e thrcuf?:h the opponent directly in front of then.
Then converge on what seems to be the center of the backfield,
'.Without looking to see who has the ball, defensive linemen on
breaking throag^h, should proceed to tackle any opponent who
comes into the path of their charge. This will nullify great-
ly the effect of deceptive ball-handling.
Diagramed below is the direction of movement each player
should inake against a typical "T" formation offensive play.
End Tackle Guard ^uard Tackle End
X
Back Back
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The novice must be made
"tog conscious" and confident
of the protection afforded
his body while in action by
the arrangement of the pads.
Emphasize the fact that they
are especially arranged for
frontal protection and are of
maximum value while in a low
driving position, (Pig. 3.)
exposed to straight arm_;
exposed to sudden
shoulder block
or
head-on butt
i
7
Note: As the upright figure (1.)
goes into a low drive the unpadded
exposed frontal portion of the body
dwindles to a rainim^iiri.
Figure 1.
0;
By taking a slightly
longer stride and a forward
lean siimiltaneously, a
player .jsi^ readill^;- assume
the more maneuverable "on-
the-move" position of
Figure 2,
In ^X^rocr^ 3. only the
hard shell-like padding
exposed for contact.
still exposed ^ J>7^-
^j...
area reduced by >7Xforward lean
\
Figure 2,
In this position it is
almost impossible to get
in more than a glance
blow at the players' ufi^ad-
ded mid-section.
This low moving position
should be emphasized and
reemphasized to all members of
the squad, for it is basic for
good tackling, shoulder blocking
and line-bucking by ball carriers.
Figure 3,
%o nol^oa ax .ols )0C aid
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- TYP:'] OP BLOCKIITCr • EASID OP TIffi THPEE PADDED POIOT I4ETH0D -
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On any football squad, |f?etting players to block effective-
ly is always a major problem* There are a number of reasons
for this - most of which the coach can do nothing about. For
blocking is, to your writer's ?/ay of thinking, the most unnatu-
ral of the football skills in that it disallows the usg of the
hands
•
Too, with the influx of the popular laodeiti offensive sys-
tems has co.ne - in name at least - quite a number of different
types of blocks and a generally enlarged blocking nomenclature.
To coaches and others who closely observe the game's evolution,
this is readily absorbed and assumed as general knowledge* But
this is not so of the yet-unskilled novice. Presentation of
blocking through an extensive use of this terminology is seldom
a good proceedui^. ''o ask a first year player to remember, for
use under pressure, the tecJmiques of three or four types of
blocks and their relation to a particular play or situation is
asking a great deal*
As stated earlier in this paper, the needs of the r:roup un-
der consideration was for simplified methods* Certainly that
of blocking should be paramount among these # Blocking, at best,
can be classified into two general types. Either it is obstruct
ing the opponent's path, or removing an opponent from a desig-
nated territory, regardless to the number of felo^lE^ performed
or demonstrated, the points of contact on the blocker's body
are always the same and the accompanying leg drive essential.
With this in mind, blocking can be presented as one simplified
routine of operations > which - in principle - is sufficient to
i
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•
cover all game situations.
In all blocks, contact by the blocker Is desirable on ei-
ther his shoulder, hip, or head - or some combination of the
same* These are the points most heavily padded. This fact can
well be used to present what seems to be a practical proceedure
for teaching p-ood blocking. Drill would be given in which the
blocker first engages his opponent head on - making contact
with his head as he starts his initial drive. Then as his op-
ponent begins to raaneuver, contact would yhift to the shoulder
followed by the hip, which would be turned into the opponent's
path, If or when he slides of the shoulder* The leg drive
should be continuous tiiroughout all phases of this maneuver
This proceedure of teaching should be valid whether block-
ing from a crouched set position on the scriimnage linei or
blocking in open field, now successful the squad v^ill be with
this method in down-field blocking, will be determined by the
players* individual footwork. This will be true, however, of
any method employed.
^^'or close-l'nit line play, this particular procedure is
very g;ood. For, as his man feints and fakes directly before
him prior to the snapback, a player may concentrate on a speedy
Initial charge without additional worry as to on ?/hich shoulder
he will first make contact.
The illustrations on the following page show in detail the
successive steps involved in making use of this three-padded-
point method.

Lineman's stance on the line!
of scrimmage before snapback 1
I
Scrimmage line
3 . Contact is shifted to
[
shoulder. Wote wide base
^
i as legs continue to drive.?j— :
! Initial charge at snapback :
! (contact on headgear)
i
!
?
0 0 I
w ^
j
I
4. Hip is turned into the op-j
; _ponent ' s path when he slips
(
f'fo1n~sTTouI^r con-cacT.'^"*"'*
(iJS9§i)6eri no d'oed'noo) ioecfqBna 910'ied sgBmmxioe to
/v .
nil 3 ffi 110 3 9 nil ©BBfnmjcioS
--7^-
93Bd 9bi:w 9^oW ,':i:9f>lj:/orfp.
. svix/.; o^- exjnitnoo s^el '
— "» TIPS ON "POHWARD PASS PLAY * —
4 point, often omitted or under-emphasized in tutoring the
passer, is the impor-tant part the position of the feet pla.y in
controlling the direction of the ball's flight.
Of passing, DaGrossa says, "The essential elements of a
throw are described as follows: iVhile passer is stepoing back,
he fits the ball into his passing hand with the finger tips
across the laces and the fingers fitting closely, though not
too tightly, around the ball, and just a little behind the mid-
dle. The ball is then raised behind the shoulder and ear, and
the passer gets it off to the receiver.
The passer must also develop footwork necessary to good
passing, n-ood footwork may be described in the following: Pas-
ser receives ball^ steps back the required number of steps,
drops the right foot back — left foot forward with the ^veigJ-it
on the r ght. as the passer throws he steps forward with the
left foot and follows throiigh with his ri^t, so that the right
foot is pointing in the direction of the pass after it is
throvm." ^
On stationary passes in which a natural follow-through aria
motion is employed, the line of direction in the ball's flight
is invariably parallel to the lateral alignment of the passer »
8
feet. The 'OTiter invites those coaches, who have not already
done so, to make this observation their own. Select any boy
who can throw a football with usual overhand passing form. Tell
him to get set and throw a long pass, or a hard pass for a shorij
distance. Has someone mark the spot where the ball falls,
l«_MgrQSsaj_JV,__gu^ Football, 2nd ad^L_j:942 >^jP i
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Then, draw or sight a line through the markrs made by the pas*
ser's baok heel and front toes, (that is; cleat marks) See how
closely this line will come to intersecting the spot where the
ball fell.
Another problematic phase of the passing game, generally
given too little attention, is that of helping the passer get a
better observation of his receiver's as they maneuver to get in-
to the clear, Evidence of the need for more consideration on
this point, may be heard anytime the coach puts the boys on
"their own" for a game of "touch". On almost every incomplete
pass play, someone will return to the huddle with this inquiry
of the passer; "I was in the clear, ^?hy didn't you pass it to
me?" The passer's answer is a pretty consistent, "I didn't see
you in time," And so it is, even in^ some of our best games*
Too often, two or more pass receivers make the breaks that
clears them for reception at the same time. The passer rmast
hurriedly select one of the receivers without fully observing
the situation of the others. Thus, he is never certain that
his was the better selection.
thini?-s easier, for all concerned, by
"he coach ^
timing the maneuver or break of each receiver so as to clear
them in succession. The passer should then be trained to ob-
serve his receivers in this expected orcter. The inexperienced
passer should have his steps (as he fades to pass) worked out
and a spot designated from which to pas to each receiver. The
passer should be made to practice "covering up" (moving into the
best defensive position in case of interception) Passes into

"the flat" (territoiy to either side that borders the line of
scrirnraage) should be miniriiized and alwa^^ti chrovvn hard and low;
for this is the most danf:^-erous point at which an interception
may occur. In tutoring the passing novice, the writer suggests
that the alir^iment of the feet and follow- through be given ma-
jor emphasis.
Diagramed below is a pass pl'-iy in which the ideas relating
to the passer's footwork and his observation of his receivers
is illustrated*
18.

— -J^ ''LINEMAN'S C^TAPGE ArTU STANCE" ^- —
19.
The Tiatter of linemen's stance and charge should be pars-
mount anonc!; "the musts" to bp developed, '''xperience is not nec-
essary for speedy charging, and it is on this point primarily
that a co-^.ch may hope to off-set his handicap in playing experi-
ence, T^ehind a fast agf^essive line, ^een backs should be in-
spired to be equally af^gressive - thou^ perhaps not too skill-
ful - as ball-carriers, 'Without such a line, they will be help
less.
Xncre.'=tsinf the s-oeed of the char^^^e should be worked for
constantly by all linemen; individually and as a unit. The
coach should experiment with each lineman inc ividually to deter-
mine the method of charge and stance that renders maximum speed
and power,
?or trial, the writer reco.nmends the use of a four point
base type of stance, ^both hands intact with the ground) This
would insure better balance as the initial contact with the op-
ponent is made, and aid the lineman in continuing his charge.
Too, it -nakes possible the use of the power obtained from the
old "coil spring charge", at one time used by the powerful Notre
Dame linemen under the faraous "Hunk" Anderson, Notre Dame
dropped this method because the de/elop:iient of shifting or float-
ing on defensive play made necessary a stance more adaptable to
diagonal charges and cross-checkin'^ necessary for effective line
Interference of the "pull-out" type. But as speed and power are
the objectives rather than the conco:amitants for this particular
line, the suggested combination should render the desired effect
See "Line Play". The /'thletic Journal, 'my 1932 • Pp« 31»
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Assiiraing the offensive points of attack will be located In termn
of the offensive line, shifting of the defensive linemen will
make little difference.
The "coil spring charge" is made from a low wide-spread,
(the feet) crouched position, with the lef^,s well bent ^^nd under
the body. This permits a powerful foi^vard spring as the legs
uncoil; thus the name. The weight of the body rests upon the
toes and the hands. The trunk of the body should be kept paral-
lel to the roimd, and the leg drive should be continuous - us-
ing fast, short, wide-spread steps - once the charge begins.
The general objective should be to drive the opponent back
from the line of soriranage, rather than to upset him as is done
in the "higji-low" tactic.
The "'^our-Point Base
("ote leg crojch
j)and angle of thel
(back and arms. '
The Charge
(The aris aid in
)
) continuing drive
(
(Note leg drive. )

— -» SCRIMMAGE PROBLEMS ^ —
»
Scrimmage la a very Important phase of training for an in-
experienced squad, in tliat it tends to provide - to a li:nited
extent - the experience needed. Should the squad number less
than twenty-two, scrtmniage may be quite a problem, and will re-
quire that adjustments be made. Such adjustments should be made
on the basis of outcomes desired. Thus, the t^'pe of scrimmage
should vary with the skills being emphasized, or the traits be-
ing soue^t, by the coach*
The writer sugf^ests the use of scrimmage of two types: one
which would aim primarily to develop competitivo spirit, indi-
vidual initiative, and a sense of responsibility, the other as
a test of the team unit's ability to carry out assignments, to
time their plays > and of coordination generally
•
The first mentioned type of scrimmage would consist of di-
viding the squad into two teams of equal ability (as near as is
possible) and playing a regular game. The coach acts as refe-
ree; commending the winning team, and encouraging the losing
team to fight back. This is also an excellent opportunity to
teach the rules of the games and the place and duties of the of-
ficials.
The second type of scrimmage would be one in which the se-
lected starting eleven {first team) would test itself on plays
and other offensive and defensive situations. The remaining
players furnish the opposition as best their numbers will af-
ford* The coach should on occasion work with the opposition
and set up situations such as may be encountered during the sea-
aoii's games* Substitutions should be made frequently*

22.
still smother method of scrimmaging with a scarcity of
players would be to set up the offensive formation or formations
minus players in the positions, least essential to the sequence
of plays bein^ used. The men vacated from these positions would
be used on defense at the points of attack, and in other defen-
sive positions most likely to give trouble.
To maJce this plan more effective, the coach should make
rulings affecting the course to be covered in the initial steps
of both the ball-carrier and the defensive linemen. For there
would be a tendency on the part of both to take advantage of the
space vacated along the line of scrimmage*
« > -K- ^
«
0
9
•

PART II
DRILLS

— » IIMBERING UP AND CONDITIONING » —
Calisthenics 1
"Conditioning of the thoraoio cavity, endurance, proper d©-
velopment of main body mascles, arm and shoulder muscles, the
muscles of the lefTS» body balance, poise, springiness, rhythin,
coordination, ets,, are examples of definite qualities which
need to be developed before an athlete can perforn really well
in aj\y sport.
How may these cualities best be prepared for the supreme
effort of competition? The following are suggested exercises
that have been adopted by the writer, practiced over a period
Of years and proven successful.
1. Stand erect, feet together, arms outstretched at
shoulder level to the side. Rotate shoulders so that finger
tips describe small circles in forward direction. Peverse
the snoveinent in a backward direction. This exercise may al-
so be done without the circular movement simply by moving the
arms forv/ard and backward as well as up and dov.n. Do these
rapidly.
2, Stand erect v/ith feet together, Eaise the arms above
the head as hi^ as possible, bend forward at the waist and
touch the ground v/ith the finger tips. After a week or two
of this exercise try to touch the ground with the palms of
the hands. '7ot too fast.
5« "Vith the arms upraised above the head, feet together,
bend sideways at the waist, to the left^ assume original po-
1. ^arlin, 5. J., "Body Building for Athletes",
Bducation,^ Jmvx&iy » 193 o

24.
-
sltlon and repeat to the rl^t 8ide» T>o slowly,
4» Standin^«^ erect with feet apart, place the right arm
over the top of the head carrying the hand down and grasp-
ing under the left side of the chin. Bend sideward to the
left, sliding left hand dov?n the outside of the left leg
being careful not to bend forward from the waist. Return
to original position and repeat the exercise on the other
side, always being careful not to bend the knees. Should
be done slov/ly,
5» Hands on hips, body erect, rotate the head from the
neck, t^rom normal position to the left, b^ickward, to the
riPht and to original position. Change directions frequents-
ly to prevent dizziness. Do rather lapidly,
6. Place hands on hips, feet apart, body erect. Bend
forward at the waist always keeping the eyes focused at a
point well in front of the body* Petum to position, then
backward as far as possible, arching the back. Complete to
first position. Slowly.
7. Paise arms to side horizontal, feet apart. Twist at
waist a ouairter turn to the left, return, repeat to other
side, reep the feet firmly planted on the ground. Not too
fast,
8. Feet apart, aiTQs raised to side horizontal. Twist at
waist a quarter turn to left, bend forward extending right
hand to left foot, return to staining position and repeat
to other side v/ith left hand extended to ri^it foot. Should
be done slowly*
•

9. Hands on hips, feet apart. Bend forward, swing back-
ward still bent, owing and bend to left, return to first po-
sition* Repeat in other direction. Do slowly. Keep knees
stiff throu^out exercise.
10. with feet apart, bend forv^ard and to left with both
hands tof^ether and extended touchinc left toes, come back to|
half erect position then bend foiward to right touching the
right toe. Repeat rapidly.
11. A.rms at side, feet together: J?aiss both arms overhead
while left knee is raised as high as possible to the chest.
Eetum to position and repeat using rigtit Imee. Rather vi-
gorously .
12. Erect position, feet together: Extend right leg back-
ward, touching toe to ground while raising arms fori'vard and
upward to vertical position. Peturn and repeat with other
foot. Should be done rather rapidly*
13. Hopping on toes. One foot then other and both. For
ankle development and springiness.
14. Heel raising. Prom standing position raise body up
on toes for ankle development.
15 • Feet together, hands on hips, do several half squats
always remaining on toes. :Mst be done slowly.
16, Same as number 15 with full squats, never allowing
heels to touch the ground. Don't bounce up from crouched
position but push up* Do slowly,
17. From erect position, bend knee and raise riglit foot
backward and upward. Grasp toes with ri^t hand and pull
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upward. Same with left foot,
18. Paiae right hand forward to eye level or slightly a-
bove and kick left foot up to it. Do likewise with right
foot to left hand.
19. Sit on the ground and lean slightly backward, bracing
the body with the hands. Raisg the hips uDward, resting
body on hands and heels. Keep body rigid. Return to orig-
inal position.
20. Lie face dovmward, place hands at chest and push up
to full arm length so body is resting on the hands and toes.
Lower to starting position.
21. Lie on back, nave a team-mate held feet firmly.
Place hands behind the neck. Bend forward at the v.aist,
raising upper part of body slowly, Continue bending for-
ward as far as possible* Return slowly to position*
22. Same exercise as number 21 only instead of bending ui>-
ward straight forward, bend to right side and upvrard, lower-
ing body to left side. Repeat in opposite direction."
23* Erect position with hands on hips, feet together.
Take a long step forward with left leg. Bend forv/ard from
the waist locking arras beneath left leg vjith chest touching
(or almost touching) knee. Back to starting position. Re-
peat using right leg. Should be done to four counts; start-
ing slowly and .gradually increasing speed as rhythm is ac-
quired
.
24. Lie on back with feet together and hands behind head,
Raise feet six inohes ( approximate) from the ground. Spread
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le^s as wide as possible, keeping them rigid and at the
same heighth from the ^proimd. Close leg spread and lower,
not drop, feet to st?.rting position. The slower done, the
better.
Ranger Drill -"'^
This drill is a time saver v*iich combines running with cal-
isthenics. In situations v/hera time for practice is necessarilji
limited, it can serve as a substitute for calisthenics, running
laps, or both*
Have the players form a large circle with space of two
to three yards between each man. Place a leader within the
circle. Have the plaj^ers run the orb at a slow jog, all
running the same direction. This jog will be referred to
as "at ease".
Leader will jog around within the circle and serve as
demonstrator, and at the coach's designation he will go
throu^ various exercises such as those listed below.
The other players will continue to jog around the circle
observing the leader, until they are given the command "pro*
ceed", A.t this signal, they engage themselves in the action
being demonstrated by the leader. They will continue this
action until given the "at ease" signal, at which time they
will resume jog.
Exercises convenient to this drill are ;
» Adoption from "u» S# Victory Corps" program - 1942
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1# The duck vtaddle - walking at fall knee bend with hands
holdinf^ to ankles.
2, The bear v^alk - v^alkin^ on hands and feet.
3» Hopping - hoppiriL/? on one leg with hand holdinf?: the oppo-
site foot. Change legs at inteivals.
4. Higi'i knee action - "ranning fast with shortened steps.
5« High kicking - kick left hand with left foot at shoulder
heiatith. Kick right hand with rifht foot* Point toes,
6, Forv/ard rolls - place hands on ground, somersault, and
pull up body \vith hands on knees. Also shoulder rolls.
Other "on-the-move" activities of the coach's 07m design-
ing may be added.

•— * STANCE, CHARGING, AlfD ILOCKING * —
29.
Hl^ Ball
Aimed at Increasing charging speed and improving reaction
time, this drill is helpful to backs and linesmen and it can be
a lot of fun. It should be done prior to practice involving
contact
•
Have the players form a strai^t line across one end
of the field and face upfield. Par enough in front of this
group that all may see, place an assistant (assistant coach
or student aide) with a football. Instruct the players that
the drill will be conducted as a race to the other end of the
field (goal line) and back to the point from which they start
ed, and that the following rules must be observed,
1. The race must be started from regular charging stance.
All participants ms^st remain in crouched position (stance or
actually charging) throughout the race,
2, Advances may be made only while the ball is in the aliv
3« ^ffhile the ball rests in the hands or hand of the assis-
tant, players must remain stationary.
4, The assistant starts the race and controls the charg-
ing intervals by tossing the liali into the air and catching
it himself,
5. Penalties for violation of rules 1 and 2 are;
(1,) 15 yards set-back with additional five to each
offense,
(2.) 5 yards setback.
The coach moves along with the boys, standing at one end
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of the line, iihere he may observe charging form and stance.
He also calls the penalties,
I
•
Push Plow
I
This drill is designed to let players experience the feel \
, Of moving a man throu^ii charging. It should malce the novice
ii
I more conscious of the power of his charge.
Have the players line up in descending order • on the
basis of size - and count off in twos. Have number ones
step out and take stance ( four point base preferrable ) di-
rectly facing number two pardner. Have number twos lay
over the head and shoulders of ones, locking their arms
around ones' waist and bracing themselves with their legs
to resist the ones* charge. Once the twos have assumed
braced positions, they must remain rigid and make no obvi-
ous readjustment of the feet. At a given signal, (whistle)
number ones charge the twos back as far and as fast as is
possible before the signal to quit charging is given.
The order is reversed, and number two does the charging.
Number one becomes the plow.

Hold Your Qvm
This activity calls for actual blocking siailar to that ex-
perienced by linemen under f^ame conditions. However, the area
(side to side) in which the defensive player raay oianeuver is re-
stricted. This tends to assure that the blocker will experience
some degree of success in making his initial contact,
Mark several parallel lines on the ground (one for
every two players) of five yards in length and four feet
apsziJt
Divide the squad into two t<?anis» (A and 3 for reference
here) Line the teams up facing each other so that there is
a player at the end of each line facing a member of the
other team.
Team A, if designated as the blockers, takes stance
straddling their respective lines at a points approxi-iiating
its middle. At a signal given by the coach, the members of
team B try to get by the blocker opposing them, or to
charge him back toward his end of the line. Members of
team A block the path of their opponents, working together
v/hen possible, and being individually responsible for the
man allocated to their line.
In maneuvering, members of team B aust stay within the
eight foot lane bounded by the lines to either side. Should
they step or be knocked out of this lane, victory is the
blocker's. The blocker also trys to out charge the oppo-
nent.

— * TACKLING ^ —
Tackling is usually described as being of two types; the
head-on shoulder tackle, and the side tackle* Two drills that
should be helpful in teaching the principles of these tackles
are described below,
Man Parry (for head-on tackle)
The players form two parallel lines of even numbers
with about five yards distance between* One line will be
designated as the carriers or the tacklers, the other line
as the riders or the dummies. At a given signal the dum-
mies extend one foot forward and bend from the waist to an
angle approximating that of a moving ball- carrier. At the
same signal, the tacklers charge into their pardners in the
dummy line as in a head-on shoulder tackle, locking their
arms about his legs and lifting him off his feet as they
drive, (The dummy cooperates in this action by laying a-
cross the tackier 's shoulder as soon as contact is made.)
The tacklers carry their man about ten yards on their
shoulder and set him upri^t on his feet again* The lines
are reformed and the proceedure is reversed,
Funning the Gauntlet (for side tackling)
The ball-carrier nins dovm a lane which is formed by two
parallel lines of tacklers* The tacklers stand facing in^
with hands on knees, and with heads turned in the directior
of the ball-carrier ^s approach.
The coach stands at the end of the lane behind the
point from which the ball-oarrier starts » He signals to

•» HAWKING THE BALL * —
the taclrlers what men are to attempt the tackle, just be-
fore the ball- carrier starts.
Football Snatch-Ball
Mark two parallel linos on the ground four feet apart.
Divide the players into two teains and stand them behind the
lines facing ep.ch other. A player stands at each end to
act as snapper-back. One snapper-back passes the football
back between his legs so that the ball goes down the lane
between the lines, "ithout stepping over the lines, the
players of both teams reach out and attempt to catch the
ball. The player that oatches it scores one point for his
team* If it is fumbled by one player and is cauf^t by a-
nother before it touches the ground, it counts* If a pla-
yer steps over the line in catching the ball, it does not
count. The ball is then snapped from the other end of the
line •
Covering Fumbles
A lane five yards wide is formed by two parallel lines
of players, who stand with feet apart and hands on knees,
facing in. The players in each line are numbered from one
up. The coach stands at one end of the lane, from whence
he will repeatedly roll the ball down the lane, and call a
number. The two opposing players having this number will
scramble it out for possession of the loose ball. The line
making most recoveries wins.
1, Mason S: Mitchell, Active Games and Contests, Bamee. 1935

— * BALL CAPRIERS —
To develop ball-carriers, who will be able to successfully
execute throu^-the-line plays, several habits and skills imist
be cultivated, Among these are the habits of running hard yet
very low behind and through the line of scrimmage, and of turn-
ing on most power vihen approaching or actually in contact with
would-be tacklers. The skills include quick selection of open-
ings in the forward wall, and that of hitting an off-balanced
tackier - in close places - before he hits you.
To develop this type V)all carrier, the activity described
below, should be helpful.
Penetration
Mark off four parallel lanes, thirteen yards long and
two and a half wide. Leave one yard betv/een each lane.
Divide the squad into competing groups of three; one
ball- carrier to a group.
Place a threesome in each lane to try to keep the ball-
carrier from crossing it.
Starting from a snapback, the ball-carrier, aided by his
two blockers and a center, (the center acts snapper-back
for all . The ball is snapped from border of first lane
.
)
attempts to cross throu^ as many lanes as possible. In
crossing, however, he must pass between two of the defender
The tacklers (or defenders) of the first lane may stand
no less than a yard and a half apart. The defenders of the
other lanes must space themselves at least three yards a-
part. They must remain at this distance apart, with the ex-
J
ception of those In the first lane, \mtil the approaching
ball-carrier has passed through the lane in front of their
lane.
The defenders must stop the ball carrier v/ithin their
lane, or release him (their grips) if he should carry them
beyond the boundary of their lane,
•The groups will rotate in the lanes, from back to front.
After a try at penetrating the lanes, the call carriers and
their blockers will fill in the back lane. The group, grad:^
uated from the front lane, will carry the ball.
To motivate the ball-carriers » effort, scoring systems
should be set up on the basis of the number of lanes cros-
,
sed or penetrated. Such a plan is illustrated in the dia-
gram below.

PART III
SCHEDULING PRACTICE
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1 — * TfTE PRACTICE SCHEDULE AITO TIME ALLOTMENT —
36.
In fonnulating a practice schedule which will best meet
the needs of the squad, a great deal of consideration should be
given to efforts to minimize injuries. Nothing is more essenti-
al. Replacements are too few to be without the service of a
single man.
"Most players are injuried in two ways: a. Incorrect posi-
tion of bodies when receiving shocks 'lack of technic in execu-
tion), b. Relaxation upon receiving shocks (stopping, quitting,
loafing during scrimmage). No pla^^er should be permitted to en-
gage in heavy contact work until they are thoroughly grounded
on fundamentals, for (refer to "a," above) insufficient prepara-
tion only handicaps the player and leaves him open to injury if
he lacks the proper technic in execution of football fundamen-
tals." 1
"Most early season injuries to players could be prevented
if no actual scrimmage was ordered until assigmnents were prop-
erly learned and the timing of plays perfected. This cannot be
done in signal drill against no opposition. It can only be ac-
complished by these assignment drills, and during these drills '
few players are ever injured because no tackling is permitted.
Pew injuries ever occur from the close contact blocking which
is permitted in such practice." 2
"Most of the drill in fundamentals must come during the
first few weeks, because there is only time for the finer points}
•
1. DaGrossa, J., Functional Football. Philadelphia: W. B. Saun-!
ders company (2nd ed.), 1942, Pp. 296. i
2. Little, Lou, Lou Little's Football. Leominster, 'vlass.: !
Leominster Printing Co,pl934i Pp. 173*

such as the development of teaiii play, perfecting of timing, and
the drilling of apeoial defensive formations, after the actual
season starts, ?or this reason, it is essential that all candi-
dates report for the opening practice in reasonably good condi-
tion," 1
Conditioning and limbering up activities should be empha-
sized and made a major part of the daily program, particularly
ii
I:
during the fix^t fev/ weeks. This serves as an added precaution
against possible injuries due to coldness, and helps to build
up endurance.
Another important factor for consideration is that of time
allotment, in conducting athletic practices, there is a limit
beyond vvliich time spent on one activity is wasted, ^ ?,Tost all
of our better coaches agree that short but frequent drills are
best.
In this connection, the famous "Jock" Sutherlandf formerly
coach of che Pittsburg Panthers, v/rites: "I ha»ve found that the
best results have been obtained throu£^ intensive, snappy, and
comparatively short drills, ",^/hatever ray men are doing - calis-
thenics, pulling out of the line, hitting the dummies, blocking,
forming interference, breaking through two opponents, tackling,
forward passing, learning new plays, or running through signals
- I find it most beneficial to keep them busy every second, "2
» Hardaon, J, M», Writer's lecture notes - 1945
1. Fillinger, G., Football , New York: A. S, Barnes and Com-
pany, 1939, Pp. "^UT.
2# Sutherland, J, B,, "Teaching Technique in Pootball," Journal
of Health and Physical Education
,
Sept. 1935 » Pp. 53,

38.
On the next page, standards (the only known) for time al-
loted daily to football practice and its division into the vari-
ous phases of the same are presented. These standaids should bei
very helpful to coaches in setting up the practice program.
To illustrate their use and at the seztie time show the
proper place.nent of various activities described in this paper,
a practice program covering the three weeks before the first
game has been worked out on the following pages. Here, slight
deviations from the standards have been made. Phis was done to
allow more time to emphasize fundamentals in preparing the small
size squad for its first game.
» ^ -s:- -rr

^ STAJTOAPDS FOR TIME ALLOTMENT » —
STANDA1\'DS ^
Day op the ?vt;ek minqtes op pbaotioe
Monday 75
Fundamentals 38
Signals 19
'rcriminage 00
Leo uure
nill A A rf^ r\ITieSCiciy T7F\
^ndamentals 54
Signals 30
PA
JLU
VTA T>A Q Tl*wecLne3 0 ajT
Fundamentals 36
Signals 24
Scrimmage 48
Le ciTure 12
Tftursday
Fundamentals
Signals 36
Scrimmage 30
Lecture 12
Friday
i^nindamentals 15
Signals 30
Scrimmage 00
lecture 15
I
1, Harmon, J, M«, "Methods of Proceedure in the City Compre-
hensive School Health and Physical Education Surveys,"
Supplement to the Research Quarterly
,
Vol* VI (March 1935), ?p.~55-6.

FIRST WEEF
40.
DAY 0? THE WREK MimrTES OP PRACTICE
1
Running laps 5
Calisthenics 15
T^ndajientals < Teaching Techniques) —- 38
Stance 10
Char{ring 10
Ball-handling for backs
line interference footwork 18
for linemen.
Orientation f beginning of practice) 7
A-iinouncements " " " 5
Outline v/enk's program (at the close
of practice) 5
Tiiesaay l20
Oalisthenics 15
danger Drill 10
"'ind Sprints 5
Sttince and Charging 10
Tackling 14
Head on 7
Side 7
Blocking 15
Punting 10
Passing 5
Scrinwiage (Informal "touch football") 15
Introduce basic forms.tion 5
Assi.'Ti one play 10
Training etc»
•

FIRST wm 41.
^eflnesdny ' 1^0
Conditioning — 30
Runninf^ laps 5
ran/ier Drill 15
Wind Sprints 10
Fundamentals (Teaching Technique) 70
Stance and (Charging (Push plow) 10
Covering "Ambles 15
Blocking 15
Two on one
One on one (Hold your own)
Passing and receiving 15
}^ting and pujit retuiTiing 15
Signals — 15
Huddle 3
Basic for nation, shift 5
Assign 2nd play 7
Lecture 5
Conditioning • 25
Calisthenics 15
^'ind Sprint s 10
Fundamentals (Teaching Technique) bO
Blocking 15
Two on one
One on one
Tackling 15
Fead on ( -Tan carry
)
Side (Running the Gaunlet)
Backfield manuevering and ball-
handling for backs. Line
interference footwork for line
men. 20
Scrimmage ("touch football") — 20
3lgnals — 10
Assign 3rd play

FIRST WEEK 42.
Thursday » oont.
Lecture 5
Tflclay ^0
Oonditloninc; 15
Punning: laps 5
Ranger Drill - 10
Pundp.mentGls (Drills) 35
BlocVing ' 15
two on one 5
one on two 10
Taciainp: 15
head on S
side 7
Covering fumbles 5
Signals 20
Thrill on plays, huddle, shift, 10
Assign two more plays 10
lecture 15
Program 5
draining 5
Morale 5
SECOJTD WF.EK
^"on^ay 75
Conditioning — — 25
Ponser Drill 10
Calisthenics 10
Wind sprints 5
fundamentals — —— —-—• 20
Stance and Charging 10
Blocking and Tackling 10
Signals ^ drill on plays) 20
Lecture 10

SECOTTI) WEKK
43.
Tuesday 120
Conditioning — 20
Panger Trill 5
Calisthenics 10
'-'ind sprints 5
Fundamentals (Drills) — — • 50
Blocking & Tacliling 10
(Penetration)
Kicking 15
Plaoeisents 5
Punting & punt returning 10
Passing and receiving 10
Teaching team defense 15
Soriramage —— —.« 15
Signals 20
Signal drill 15
Assign additional play 5
Lecture (morale and training) —• — 15
Wednesday 120
Conditioning 20
Punning laps 5
Calisthenics 10
Wind spr*ints 5
Fundamentals —— —— 50
Stance 8: charging (Hi^ Ball) 10
Ball-handling for backs and
line interference for linemen. 10
Covering fumbles 10
Team defense 10
Kick-offs and lun-backs 10
Scrimmage 25
Signals 15
Drill on plays
Lecture 10

SECOND VffiEK
Thursday gU"
Conditioning —•— 15
Ranger "T'rill 5
Calisthenics 5
'Yind sprints 5
Fundamentals (drill) —« 50
Blocking and tackling 15
Kicking 20
Puntinr 10
Place aents 10
Passing and receiving 15
(vdth active pass defense)
Scrimmage —-— — — —— 20
Signals 25
Signal drill 15
Assign last plays prior 10
to first (Tame.
Lecture 10
Training, morale
Friday ~~ bd
Conditioning 5
Ranger Drill
Fundamentals (Drills) 30
Stance and charging 5
(High Ball)
Penetration 10
Covering fumbles 5
Team defense 10
Signals (drill on plays) • 15
Lecture — «— ——™. ™— - 10
Training 5
Team's progress 5

THIRD WEEK
Monaay Y!)
|
Conaitionin^ 15
Punning laps 5
Calisthenics 10
Fundamentals — —— — 25
"High Ball" 5
"Penetration" 10
Passing and pass defense 10
Signal Orill 20
Check individual assignments
Lecture —• 15
Team's progress 5
P^irst game op jonerxt 5
Tiraining 5
Tuesday " 120
Conditioning —— — ———— 10
Panger T>rill, Wind sprints
Fundamentals — — —— 60
Protecting and rushing 15
the kicker
Passing and pass defense 10
Ball-handling for backs and
line interference for linemen 15
Kick-offG and run-backs 10
Passing and pass defense 10
Scrimmage 30
Signal Prill 20
Up and down field against
imaginary opponent
,
Lecture -—— —-— 10
Training
Morale
First game general strategy

THIRD mm
46,
v/ednesday 120
'IJondltioninf: 10
Calisthenics, 'ind sprints
. Fundamentals —— 35
"Hifh ^all" 5
"Hold your Ovm" 10
Punting and punt returning 10
Team defense 10
Scrimmage — 40
Signal Drill 25
Oheck individual assignments
Lecture 10
Thursday ~ 12?
Conditioning —— 10
Ranger Drill, wind sprints
Fundamentals — — 55
Blocking 15
Two on one
One or; one
Penetration 10
Protecting and rushing
the kicker 15
Passing and pass defense 15
Scrimmage — 30
Sigjial : rill — 20
Lecture « 5
Friday "" oQ
Conditioning 10
Calisthenics, laps
Fundamentals —— —«—— jO
"High Ball" 5
.
Punting and punt handling 10

THIRD WEEK
Friday - oont
•
Fick-offn «nd ninbacks 10
Covering; fuiiibles 5
Signals
Up and down field against
imaginary opponent
L'^ctrire
Trarae T>sp talk 5
Announcements regarding 10
SATUlWkY
Play the first game.
« rr
-J^

— * SUGGESTIONS PGR FJRTHEn STUDIliJS * —
48.
AS means of facilitating the Job of the small squad foot-
ball coach, the writer of this paper has suggestsd an increased
variety of drills. Phis paper has lioiited its treatment to on-
ly those phases of the game's fundamentals of which the teaching
have been most probleiiaatic, and obviously inadequate in the case
of most small squads.
The drills presented, when used in connection with the
skill being taught, should make the practice more enjoyable and
bring about more rapid improvement. But os stated before, :nore
drills should be added,
Kickinr - a skill for which no drills have been given - is
not an essential to the majority of the boys on the squad, but
the problem of a few who perform this special chore for the
group. To them, the vrrlter recommends the book, "Kicking the
American Football" by LeRoy Mills, famous kicking authority.
As to the development of team spirit, methods used are a
matter of individual difference on the part of coaches. All
coaches must be practical psychologists. The extent to which
they are will detei-mine their success in this respect.
Aside from more drill and improved teaching methods on
these same game skills, there is a need for further study on
other phases of the game, such as; (a) physical qualifications
that contribute to success or failiiro in plaj'ing the various po-
sitions on a football team, or (b) for^milation of a valid pre-
season test to determine the football squad »s abililty to read-
ily comprehend "called signals" (without the huddle).

— -5* CONCLUSION * —
49.
The small squad coach, though his facilities are usually
;
negligible or non-existent, must stress condition and fundamen- i
tals more so than his rivals to be successful. As his players
are fewer in number, better condition is necessary to offset his
lack of replacements, and fundamental skills need to be perfect-]
ed to a point of execution at relative miniraum effort. I
To avoid the monotony which would result from the needed
repetition - and mi/^t result in losing players or certainly a
I
decrease in enthusiasm - the drill program on fundamentals
should be varied as rauoh as is possible.
"There are countless methods of teaching football fundament
tals. '^,aoh successful coach has his own pet theories. Football
knoT^ledge comes from a stud^i"" of those variovis theories and a
careful ?.ssortment and selection of the good points." 1
In working with inexperienced or first year players, care
should be taken not to teach too much, or too fast. The coaoh
should be more tactful in his methods, and more exacting of the
teciiniques acceptable and standaids generally. It should be
remembered that it isn't what a coach knows but wliat he
teaches or passes on to the players which counts." ^
"liome 01 the same principles which apply to the teaching
of academic subjects apply to teaching football. The work must
be definitely planned in advf)nce. The fundamentals must be
learned first before time can be spent on the finer points,"
IS conclusion, a football squad, lacking in ntimbers and ex-
perience, is admittedly greatly handicaped but is not hopeless.
!• Little, Lou, Lou Little ' s Football . Leomlinstor: Leominster
Prigging ^0,, 19:^4. Pp. 165-4
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